Examining the influence of short-term implantation on oxidative degradation in retrieved highly crosslinked polyethylene tibial components.
Concerns remain regarding the oxidative resistance of highly crosslinked polyethylene (PE). The study investigated the in vivo performance of Durasul highly crosslinked PE by comparing the oxidation index, density, and percent crystallinity in the weightbearing and nonweightbearing region of retrieved components with unused time zero tibial components. Retrieved and unused Sulene conventional PE tibial components were examined for comparison and the effects of shelf age, in vivo duration, and ex vivo duration were also investigated. The oxidation index was not significantly different between unused time zero and retrieved Durasul PE components. Regression analysis data supported these findings in that neither shelf age, in vivo duration, nor ex vivo duration was a significant predictor of oxidation index in the retrieved Durasul PE components. In contrast, the retrieved conventional PE components had significantly greater oxidation index, density, and percent crystallinity compared with unused time zero PE components. Regression data suggested that in vivo and ex vivo duration, but not shelf aging, influenced the changes observed in the conventional PE components. These data also showed that in vivo loading did not significantly affect the oxidation index, density, or percent crystallinity in either the retrieved Durasul or conventional PE tibial components. This investigation demonstrates that changes in oxidation index, density, and percent crystallinity of retrieved Durasul PE components after short-term in vivo durations are likely not a clinical concern. These data should be used as a benchmark to compare with future studies examining the long-term oxidative resistance of Durasul highly crosslinked PE tibial components.